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another psp franchise that didnt make the leap to vita is the god of war series. kratos has conquered other well known franchises such as spiderman, batman, and of course, god of war, and the vita version isnt much different from the previous installments. some new features do include a
tilt-based camera and a map screen, which are handy, although you can also play it on the playstation tv with its virtual remote and tv-out. god of war used to be very difficult to play on vita, but god of war 3 gave it the control a critical success needed. we had a miniature boom with the

ps1, and psp had a very similar impact with the boom in handheld gaming. vita could be regarded as the sixth-generation of portable gaming, which is similar to the booms of the ps2, gamecube, xbox, gba, and gba sp. the vita will be getting some incredible games, but the real highlight of
the handheld is its catalogue of great playstation titles that will continue to provide the vita with much of it appeal. we predict more new god of war games, and highly anticipated titles from uncharted and metal gear. in time, i think the vita will enjoy increased longevity due to the choices
that developers have with hardware. in the playstation era, the franchise regularly featured one of the most interesting and innovative puzzle games for the generation;the jungle book saw a board game version released for playstation alongside all the console versions, while the japanese

ps1-exclusive sequelthe jungle book 2brought three different board game modes.
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we were all thrilled to learn of the many free psp remakes on the playstation store which we took advantage of at launch. today, we're looking at another one, as developer namco has finally released an hd remake of classic puzzle adventure game demon's crest. to celebrate this day of
release, we've also gotten in touch with someone who was involved with the games development to find out what it's like to develop for a portable system, and how this has changed over time question: what was the development background of demon's crest? i'm interested in knowing

the differences between programming for a console and handheld, and whether it's affected anything over the years. answer: demon's crest was developed at the beginning of the psp's lifespan, and this was long before the much lamented psp hardware issues . from a development point
of view, this was a relatively conventional development process (for the time) with the development team responsible for each element of the game. that is to say that programming was developed at 3rd party studio, the art was developed in-house at namco, level design was coded in-

house by namco's own team, and so on. what probably did change somewhat were the qa and debugging processes. the ps3 and psp hardware & sdk are quite different in terms of development hardware, and developing for one is very different to developing for the other. this is maybe a
more extreme version of the difference between pc and console development, but the effect on development was similar. it could be said that demon's crest was developed for psp to the extent possible by the time the games were announced, but the transition to ps3 and to a more pc-

like development model was slow and hard. this was a radical change for many of our team, and whilst it proved successful, i remember it being an adjustment period for all of us. 5ec8ef588b
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